WHERE DID ALL THE ‘MANAGEMENT ISSUES’ GO?
GOLFZON transforms Internal Resource Management with their new standard PC – the Lenovo ThinkPad.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

COMPANY PROFILE
Headquartered in South Korea,
GOLFZON is a leading provider
of golf simulators across the
world. Since its inception in
2000, the company has made
remarkable contributions in
improving public access to
the sport of golf. It holds more
than 250 patents with about
375 patents pending – a true
testimony to the culture of
innovation that runs deep in
the company.
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globe.
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BUSINESS CHALLENGE

“GOLFZON prioritized
security when
selecting the Lenovo
ThinkPad”

LENOVO SOLUTION

PREPARATION IS BETTER THAN CURE

TECHNOLOGY THAT TICKS ALL THE

Growth in any company comes with its own

BOXES

set

has

GOLFZON has succeeded in minimizing the

evolved into a “Total Golf Culture Company”

risk associated with its computer equipment by

that provides integrated services combining

introducing the Lenovo ThinkPad notebooks

the three processes of knowing and enjoying

into the workplace. At present, the company

golf and communicating through golf. As

has close to 500 ThinkPads in operation. The

the company advanced and grew, the ability

company zeroed in on the ThinkPad X Series

to manage internal resources in an efficient

with the end goal of optimizing the functionality

manner became increasingly important.

of the new standard operating system (OS)

of

challenges.

Today,

GOLFZON

GOLFZON saw effective resource management
using a flexible IT solution as a preventative

“GOLFZON prioritized security when selecting

and maintenance costs down the road.

the Lenovo ThinkPad,” says Heechoul Cho, a

is not immediately operable, stolen or faces
unforeseeable issues, the entire company is

Senior Researcher
GOLFZON Newdin Group

legacy IT setup.

measure that could help them save on repair

The company realized that if an enterprise PC

Heechoul Cho

and maintaining compatibility with GOLFZON’s

likely to be impacted.
In addition, with the number of PCs increasing,
the burden on the limited technical staff was
likely to grow multifold if the PCs in use did
not allow for easy manageability. There was a
need for PCs that not just performed reliably,

senior researcher in the Group Intranet Support
Team at the GOLFZON Newdin Group. “I also
feel that portability is often overlooked for
notebooks which are used internally. But in
reality, there is a lot of demand for batteries
that are lightweight and long-lasting,” he adds.
The ThinkPad X270 notebook adopted by
GOLFZON weighs less than 1.4 kg and can last
up to 21 hours when equipped with a 3+6 cell
battery setup.

but were easy to repair, replace or upgrade, as

The ThinkPad X Series comes equipped with

necessary.

Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a hardwarebased security feature that prevents sensitive

data from being compromised even when a

Cho commends the ThinkPad’s ability to

notebook is exposed to external parties, or

function smoothly in a variety of environments

when someone attempts to manipulate the

resulting in considerable savings in time and

firmware chip together with RSA encryption.

effort. The Group Intranet Support Team at

More importantly, the BIOS is extremely stable,
making it easy for users to install or update PC
management software without any glitches.

“Employees are highly
satisfied with the
notebook due to its
design, portability, and
battery performance
in addition to security
features”
Heechoul Cho

Senior Researcher
GOLFZON Newdin Group

Additionally, the renowned durability of the
ThinkPad protects it from the bumps of day-today use, whether it is placed atop an employee’s desk or carried around from one meeting
to the next. In short, these are devices built to

GOLFZON immediately achieved a decrease
in the number of technical issues. “Without a
doubt, the number of problems encountered
with the ThinkPad is less than what we faced
when using competitor products,” added Cho.
GOLFZON has also successfully reduced the
number of management issues to less than half
after the introduction of ThinkPads.

support seamless work environments – anytime

It is worth noting that employee UX has

and anywhere.

improved significantly, thanks to the ultraportability and reliable performance of the

BUSINESS IMPACT

LESS DOWNTIME, BETTER
PERFORMANCE
Three years have passed since GOLFZON
introduced the ThinkPad to its workforce.
“Employees are highly satisfied with the
notebook due to its design, portability, and
battery performance in addition to security
features,” says Cho. Currently, 70-80% of all
notebook users are using ThinkPads and thus
helping maintain consistency in repair and
maintenance work.

ThinkPads. According to Cho, it is challenging
to find notebooks as flexible as the ThinkPad
in terms of hardware and software repair and
maintenance.
In addition, the service and support offered by
Lenovo is the icing on the cake. “The three-year
warranty means that there are no additional
running costs to be concerned with and the
overall specs and durability - such as the
buttons on the touchpad and the resistance to
scratches – results in superior performance visà-vis the competition,” says Cho.

LOOKING AHEAD
Considering the overall user experience and

The company is currently using the Windows

significant

GOLFZON

7 OS but plans to switch to Windows 10 next

now has adequate momentum to push for

year. And even with the new OS version, Cho is

deployment of ThinkPads across the entire

confident that the ThinkPad will be capable of

company. “When looking at the GOLFZON

performance and features that cannot be found

Group as a whole, it is important to see what

in the competitors’ products. The ThinkPad is

kind of products are used at headquarters, and

an exceptional device that has proved to be a

consequently, I am of the view that the ThinkPad

hole in one for GOLFZON.

manageability

benefits,

will be recommended as our new standard PC,”
remarks Cho.

GOLFZON GDR Simulator

reasons
why Lenovo is a difference maker

Trusted around
the world

Expertise across
categories

Choose Lenovo
with confidence

Business-boosting
technology

Flexible support
network

THINKPAD X270

PERFORMANCE

MIL-SPEC TESTED

PORTABILITY

SECURITY

EASY TO SERVICE

Effortless switching
between apps, 3 times
quicker boot ups, and
30% faster in opening files

Mil-spec tested to ensure
reliable performance
even under extreme work
environments

Weighing from just
1.27kg the X270 gives
you portability and
performance

With biometric
fingerprint technology,
there’s no need to
remember a password

Easy to set up and
roll out, as well as quick
to service, upgrade, and
secure
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